n-Tˈ n-T π O -Tˈ π O -T π-Tˈ π-T π1*-Tˈ π1*-T π2*-Tˈ π2*-T Figure S1 . Orbitals forming the active space in the vertical CASPT2(12,10)/Amber computations, characterizing the obtained critical points. Orbitals n-Tˈ, n-T, π-Tˈ, π-T, π1*-Tˈ, π1*-T constitute the CASSCF(8,6) active space employed in the CASSCF(8,6)/Amber optimizations. Figure S2 . Orbitals mainly describing the 1 ππ*-Tˈ and 3 ππ*-Tˈ states. The analogous orbitals localized on the T thymine describes the state 1 ππ*-T and 3 ππ*-T states. Figure S3 . Orbitals mainly describing the 1 nπ*-Tˈ and 3 nπ*-Tˈ states. The analogous orbitals localized on the T thymine describes the state 1 nπ*-T and 3 nπ*-T states. 0.00 T1 ( 3 ππ*-Tˈ) 3.93 S1 ( 1 ππ*-Tˈ) 4.90 T2 ( 3 ππ*-T) 3.97 S2 ( 1 ππ*-T) 5.21 T3 ( 3 nπ*-T) 5.21 S3 ( 1 nπ*-T) 5.25 T4 ( 3 nπ*-Tˈ) 5.23 S4 ( 1 nπ*-Tˈ) 5.27 T5 ( 3 π Ο π*-Tˈ) 6.18 S5 (d) 6.24 T6 ( 3 π Ο π*-T) 6.30 S6 (ct-ππ*-TTˈ) 7.05 T7 7.76 S7 ( 1 π Ο π*-Tˈ) 7.17 T8 8.28 S8 (np) 7.59 T9 8.33 S9 ( 1 π Ο π*-T) 7.99 T10 8.99 
(ct/gs) CI-react oxe snapCO (ct/gs) CI from gas-phase (see ref. 23) Figure S7 . Geometries of the high region of the characterized critical points. Selected intra-and intermolecular distances are reported in Å.
Figure S8
. Orbitals mainly describing the singlet at triplet ct-ππ*-TTˈ states at the (ct/gs) CI-noreact structure. Figure S9 . Orbitals mainly describing the singlet and triplet ct-ππ*-TTˈ states at the (ct/gs) CI-react structure. 
